
This brief study is bisected and bulked up by a central insert, consisting of an alpha-
betical array of fifty plants used by seventeenth-century housewives. The text in this
section gathers period claims (charming, intriguing, factual, specious) about the fea-
tured species. The accompanying illustrations lack identifying captions, so their sources
must be disentangled from the credits at the end of the book—an unfortunate conse-
quence of a design that privileges beauty over utility. In both this section, and through-
out the book, some claims would become more useful with sharper focus, firmer
sourcing, and stronger framing; the latter might clarify, for instance, the value in reading
the early modern instructions for growing and processing plants that are occasionally
quoted without comment. Rhetorically, the style is less thesis-driven than descriptive
and anecdotal, so logic cannot easily drive one paragraph into the next; instead, the
author seems inspired by the often-eclectic manuscript miscellanies she consults. The
conversational prose will be entirely accessible to generalist readers, making this a book
for gardeners as much as gardening historians.

This highly ornamental cabinet of horticultural, gastronomical, and medicinal curi-
osities intersects not only with the history of gardens and herbalism but also with archi-
tectural history, cooking history, and studies of early modern women’s (and men’s)
experience, education, and material culture. The inescapable place of plants in every
aspect of seventeenth-century daily life and culture is an undeniable takeaway, and
the light touch involved in highlighting and integrating such a diversity of topics and
sources should please a great variety of readers.

Leah Knight, Brock University
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.29

The Age of Intoxication: Origins of the Global Drug Trade. Benjamin Breen.
The Early Modern Americas. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019.
280 pp. $34.95.

A book with the title The Age of Intoxication is bound to elicit curiosity, both about the
intoxicating agents themselves, and the particular moment in time when their cultural
and geographic reach was such as to identify an age. On neither front does Breen dis-
appoint. His deeply researched and compellingly argued study of the early modern
emergence of a global trade in a wide range of commodities able to alter the physical
and mental states of their consumers is hard to put down. In it we find everything from
the excavated journals of European bio-prospectors wandering—often lost—through
the tropics, to court verdicts against marginalized healers and apothecary vendors in
metropoles such as Lisbon and London; from the fetishized practices of Indigenous sha-
man on multiple continents, to the reckless self-experimentation of the budding scien-
tists of the Royal Society; and from the wrecked lives of those who became slaves to their
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addiction, to the company men whose marriage of entrepreneurism, careful attention to
rationalized balance sheets, and the copious use of unfree labor birthed a pharmaceutical
industry that remains a behemoth in the modern economy. It contains numerous
delightful observations, such as that “the Scientific Revolution was more global—and
more druggy—than we once thought” (98); or the image conjured up by the section
heading, “Jesuits on Drugs” (108). It even corrects a number of common mispercep-
tions about some of the best-known drugs, returning, for example, the origins of the
opium poppy to its native habitat in Western European rather than its imaginary liter-
ary home in the so-called Orient or its current journalistic home in the mountainous
border zones of Central Asia.

In other words, there is much here to take in, and indeed to savor, for scholars and
lay readers of history alike. Its subject cannot be pinned down to one scholarly category
such as the history of trade, or of consumption, medicine, tropical exploration, health,
science, colonial politics, religious division, and the making of racial concepts, to name
just the most obvious. Breen’s work informs all of these fields, and probably others I
have failed to list. His great achievement derives from his comfort moving across
their boundaries with both expertise and a keen eye for the unexpected, but the result-
ing bounty also makes it difficult to pin down his subject for review. I will zero in on just
one insight that seems particularly salient, on the topic of intoxicants as for many others
of historical interest. In addition to everything else already noted, this is a book about
categories and categorization—that most useful of human intellectual activities, and
among the most deceptive too.

To make sense of our world we routinely put things into clearly demarcated boxes.
We label some things as harmful while others are health-inducing; some as legal, others
as illicit; some as moral, others as degenerate, ad infinitum. In addition to spinning a
great yarn, full of characters this reader would have happily spent more time with (at the
safe remove of the page, of course), what Breen does best is scramble so many of the
categories we might prefer to hold stable. He blurs the line between addiction and heal-
ing, intoxicants and pharmaceuticals, sorcery and science, risk taking and experimenta-
tion, faith and reason, wild and civilized. He forces us to confront the many ways in
which the categories are slippery at best, and pure fiction at worst. Not only is this
true in the narrow sense for any given botanical substance that might be both poison
and medicine depending on context, preparation, and use; but it is true for broader and
more amorphous categories such as rationality and superstition. By framing his study on
two nominally separated geographic and chronological cases—the Portuguese empire in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the British empire thereafter—Breen dis-
rupts even the seemingly plausible historical divide between a Catholic, traditional
Iberian Europe and a Protestant, enlightened, and scientific northwestern Europe.
He shows the many ways in which actors at the time moved seamlessly across these
two worlds, despite working hard to cover their tracks as they did so, and often mislead-
ing us in the process.
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To close this review, I return to the intoxicating substances themselves and an epi-
sode from my own life history. One set of my grandparents subscribed to what they
would have described as religious fundamentals, one aspect of which was a zero-
tolerance policy where alcohol was concerned. They would not permit its consumption
in their presence, let alone imbibe themselves. Yet, their kitchen cupboard always
stocked what they called a medicinal bottle of brandy, and they did this openly, without
so much as a flicker of embarrassment. As a young person, this seemingly obvious
inconsistency left me bewildered. Breen has explained it perfectly. They had made a
category adjustment, one very much in the tradition of the early modern Portuguese
and British actors who people Breen’s pages.

Anne E. C. McCants, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.30

Tasting Difference: Food, Race, and Cultural Encounters in Early Modern
Literature. Gitanjali G. Shahani.
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2020. xii + 204 pp. $39.95.

“I am the sugar at the bottom of the English cup of tea,” declared Stuart Hall in 1991.
English history, he reminded readers, cannot be separated from the “outside history” of
colonialism that brought both sugar and West Indians such as Hall to the British Isles
(1, 28). Foods, bodies, and identities are bound together in ways that make it impossible
to tell the history of one without taking into account the others. Hall’s insights animate
Gitanjali G. Shahani’s Tasting Difference, which explores the presence of spices, sugar,
and coffee in early modern English writings. More specifically, it examines the ways in
which these and other foodstuffs became entangled with English representations of self
and other, so that discussions of eating provided a way to articulate ideas about race, and
discussions of cultural difference might be expressed through a language of consump-
tion. It draws on the works of Shakespeare and his literary contemporaries, alongside
recipe books, travelogues, and the like, to tell a story of how Hall’s ancestors became
food, and how food allowed early modern English people to make sense of distant places
such as India.

At the heart of Tasting Difference is bell hooks’s powerful and overarching metaphor
of eating the other. Exotic foods were cast as racialized others, while racialized others
might be depicted as desirable or disgusting foodstuffs. In the case of spices, for instance,
men such as the writer (and vegetarian) Thomas Tryon imagined ginger and cinnamon
as dangerous, dark-skinned invaders set on corrupting the English housewife, who
would do better to stick to parsley and nettle-tops. The West Africans taken to labor
and die in American sugar plantations Tryon in turn described as “stewed and par-
boiled” in the holds of slaving vessels, where they became, in effect, food for greedy
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